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For 5000 years agriculture in the UK has supported an associated ecosystem. 

All the species in this slide are named after the arable production – corn 

flower, harvest mouse, corn bunting, corncrake, corn cockle & corn 

chamomile. 
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In my lifetime we have successfully destroyed this ecosystem in our quest for 

monoculture through intensifying farming practices. Here I want to make a 

very important distinction. That is the difference between the farming industry 

and the farmers themselves.... 



There are many, many farmers who stand up for wildlife and do their best 

against an unfavourable policy background to produce food and wildlife at the 

same time. These heroes should be recognised, acknowledged and thanked.  

Without such people the UK countryside would be even more empoverished in 

terms of wildlife.   
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At the RSPB we use this theoretical framework to plan our species recovery 

work. 
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My first job in conservation, starting in 1988, was to carry out research to find 

our why the UK population of cirl buntings had declined near to extinction.  
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In winter birds were found almost exclusively on weedy stubble fields where 

they fed on grain and the seeds of wild flowers.  Stubble fields had declined 

dramatically with the switch from spring to winter sown cereals. Moreover 

those that were left came from crops that had been treated with herbicides and 

were therefore relatively free of weeds.  
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In summer cirl buntings feed their chicks on invertebrates.  Grasshoppers and 

crickets are particularly important.  These animals need extensively grazed 

grassland – a habitat that has largely disappeared with the advent of inorganic 

nitrogen-based fertilisers. 
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The onus is now on policy makers to ensure the security of future funding for 

AES and ‘Natural England’ the SCA charged with delivery of Environmental 

Stewardship to ensure the new scheme works 

 

Until these things happen, the future of our farmland birds remains in the 

balance.  



In 1990 the BTO published a book summarising trends in British breeding 

birds.   For the first time the enormity of the declines in farmland bird 

populations became clear. We must remember that during the 1970s and 1980s 

– the worst period of agricultural intensification the conservation issue was 

unknown. 
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As a result our farmland bird populations have collapsed: In the UK all these 

species are red-listed as a result of declines in breeding populations in excess 

of 50% in 25 years (tree sparrow, linnet, yellowhammer, reed bunting, song 

thrush, starling).  I could add skylark, bullfinch, spotted flycatcher, turtle dove, 

grey partridge, corncrake, cirl bunting, stone curlew, corn bunting, house 

sparrow. This is a serious problem.    
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Sadly, my faith has been eroded over the last five years or so.  I and my co-

authors have collectively over 50 years of experience of farmland bird 

research.  We have been at the forefront of the conservation effort to halt the 

precipitous decline of farmland birds since awareness of the ecological disaster 

caused by agricultural intensification first surfaced about 20 years ago.  We’ve 

worked with colleagues in research, in policy, in Government, in the farming 

industry to create what may be, on paper,  the best agri-environment scheme in 

the world.  However, last year the Farmland Bird Index, one of the 

Government’s adopted indicators of sustainability reached it lowest level since 

records began.  We KNOW how to fix this problem – it’s relatively easy.  We 

have a policy mechanism to deliver the fix.  It is in our gift to put this right – 

and we MUST succeed.   If we can’t reach a sustainable solution for farming 

and the environment in the UK then we have no hope in reaching a sustainable 

solution for climate change.   For me this is a defining moment in time, time to 

draw a line in the sand.   Time for Conservation Science to  be recognised as 

one of the most important scientific disciplines of today and not the preserve 

of educated tree-huggers.    



Intensification of agriculture has twin drivers – technological development and 

policy. 
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In the aftermath of WWII there was an understandable focus on self 

sufficiency in food production.  Policies were designed to help achieve this, 

and alongside new technologies were so successful that by the 1980s over-

production was a huge issue. But we must remember that during this time 

farmers were only doing what we wanted them to do – as reflected in 

prevailing policy and driven by memories of rationing.  
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Use of inorganic nitrogen is highly damaging to species rich grassland and has 

led to teh decline of the following species. 
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Mechanisation of harvest caused huge problems for ground nesting birds – 

including the corncrake which became extinct in England. 
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Mechanisation also meant that there was less need for horses – and so less 

need for farm ponds and hay. This led to a loss of habitat for birds such as 

turtle dove.  
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Stone curlew was another species affected by mechanisation.  Bespoke species 

recovery measures and close cooperation with farmers has helped raise the 

population from 160 in the 1980s to nearly 400. 
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The switch from spring barley to winter wheat resulted in a huge loss of over-

winter stubble fields – a vital food source for many species of bird.  
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Pesticides are designed to kill wildlife – and they are very good at it! 

Herbicides are meant to kill non-crop plants and insecticides damaging insects.  
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Often it is not the target that suffers. We saw this with the effects of DDT and 

other organochlorines on birds of prey. 
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The ground breaking work of Dick Potts in the 1980s showed that grey 

partridge population declines were driven by the indirect effects of herbicides. 

The chemicals were killing the plants that played host to the insects that 

formed the diet of partridge chicks – and the chicks were starving to death.  
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We don’t know why cuckoos have declined – but maybe there is a link to the 

huge declines in moths as measured by Rothhampstead. 
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The density of modern crops is a problem for birds that like to forage or nest 

on the ground.  We know that ‘skylark plots’ – unsown 2m x 2m squares work 

in terms of recovering skylark populations – but farmers don’t like them! 
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Ten years ago, when planning the Southampton Farmland Birds (1) conference 

I somewhat naively assumed that this conference would be entitled ‘Farmland 

Birds III, Mission Accomplished’ or some such.  Clearly we are some way 

from that, but the battle is not yet lost.   Let’s go out there with new resolve, 

let’s redouble our efforts, let’s show leadership and let’s get the job done.   The 

alternative doesn’t bear thinking about.  We are at a defining moment in this 

ongoing saga.  



From the late 1980s new environmentally friendly policies became 

established.  For the first time payments for wildlife friendly farming became 

available.    
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IN order to deliver both for skylark and stone curlew we believe it is necessary 

to have a two-tiered AES. Recently the government undertook a review of 

AES in England and introduced a single new scheme, Environmental 

Stewardship.  This scheme has two tiers.  ELS is available to all farmers on a 

non-competitive basis and offers a range of relative cheap and simple 

prescriptions (many of which will benefit farmland birds). Skylark plots are 

included in ELS.  Farmers choose form the range of prescriptions on offer.  

Each has a points tariff; when a minimum threshold (dependant on the farm 

area) is exceeded, farmers qualify for a flat-rate payment of 44 E/ha.  HLS is 

targeted to areas of high conservation interest and focuses on single issues at 

the farm level.  Stone-curlew is a target species; farmers with stone curlew on 

their land or nearby can apply (on a competitive basis) for HLS. Their 

application will be carefully scrutinised to ensure it contains all the elements 

required by the target species. Payments under the HLS will depend on the 

types of prescriptions deployed and the amount of each. 

The scheme sits above Cross-complience – simple compulsory measures 

farmers MUST employ in order to receive their single farm paymeny (c.300 

Euros / ha in lieu of production subsidy 
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In 2001 RSPB decided to demonstrate the principle that food production and 

wildlife conservation were not necessarily compatible..   We brought Hope 

Farm in Cambridgeshire with the aim of continuing to farm for food at a profit, 

but also to increase bird numbers.   
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The stars here show the location of skylark territories and hoe they responded 

to plots 
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The next two slides show increases in the numbers of wintering birds 



Birds of Conservation Concern – explanation of our Red, Amber, Green 

system 

 

Start with green – yet to meet a farmer who doesn’t have enough woodpigeon!  

The fact that the list contains 6 species in the green box – means that c.40% 

decline in the FBI disguises the huge losses in some species like tree sparrow, 

grey partridge and corn bunting – all down by over 80% as well as species like 

skylark down by 52%. 

 

The aim of the RSPB is, with the help of the farming community, shift those 

species in the red and amber box towards the green one. 



Here we see that we have made progress in terms of advancing many species 

along the recovery curve 
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And the cirl bunting is now safe as a UK breeding species... 
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Stone curlews and corncrakes have also increased as a result of RSPB action.... 
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However, red kite is the only species who’s recovery can be considered truly 

sustainable   All the others will need a helping hand.  
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And we have to make some tough decisions as to how many of each species 

we want.... Going back to pre-1970 levels is unlikely to be achievable 
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Recently the policy background appears to have worsened for wildlife friendly 

farming..... 
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Adams described sustainability in terms of three interlocking pillars, 

represented by circles.  Sustainability needs integration.   The argument about 

agricultural development is still polarised between the economic and food 

security argument (towards monoculture) and the environmental argument 

(towards ecosystem).  The two are diametrically opposite in stakeholders 

minds and we need to change that. ‘Sustainable development’ need not be an 

oxymoron! We have a choice to make and if farmers receive financial support 

from tax payers we should be able to influence what that support is used for.  
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RSPB can’t do everything that needs to be done on our own.  The conservation 

community needs to collectively step up.  
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And this will mean getting our supporters more involved in ‘hands on’ 

conservation, like these volunteers. Radio-tracking cranes.. 
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Or thee counting Manx shearwaters in the Scilies... 
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Or these protecting Monatgu’s harriers 
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Or the likes of Keith, working closely with farmers to save stone curlews... 
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